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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper Y252/01 series overview
Y252 is one of seventeen units for the revised AS Level examination for GCE History. The units present
a borehole approach so that candidates can see change and developments, and make substantiated
judgements over substantial lengths of time and see issues in a wider perspective
In Section A, candidates are required to answer one essay question from a choice of two. In Section B
the question requires them to evaluate a given historical interpretation using their knowledge to evaluate
its strengths and limitations.

Candidate performance overview
Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following:
•

in answering the essay question, discussed at least two issues in depth

•

gave supporting detail that was both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the
topic

•

reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question

•

made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question

•

in answering the interpretation questions, were able to evaluate the strengths and limitations of
that interpretation using contextual knowledge that was relevant to the issues raised by the
quotation

•

made reference to other interpretations and had good knowledge of the historical debate.

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following:
•

showed a limited understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay

•

were unable to support their answer with relevant material

•

did not focus on the precise wording of the question

•

made unsupported comments about issues which were assertions

•

described the interpretation without analysing its strengths and weaknesses

•

did not link their contextual knowledge to the specific issues raised in the quotation.
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Section A overview
In Section A, candidates are required to answer one question from a choice of two. Candidates are likely
to spend up to an hour on this section. Candidates can score well by considering two or three issues in
depth and reaching a supported judgement. However, it is important to ensure that the issues selected
allow a justifiable judgement to be reached. Most candidates chose to answer Question 2, with only a
moderate number choosing to answer Question 1.

Question 1

Fewer candidates answered this particular question and essays were of variable quality. Better answers
were able to point out that the USA accepted China as a Great Power and approved their entry onto the
UN in the previous year (see Exemplar 1, below). They argued that a catalyst for the improved relations
was the Sino-Soviet split and Mao’s desire for improved relations with the USA. They were able to point
to improved communications between the two countries and show how improved trade and travel links
increased. Ping-pong diplomacy was referenced. Fewer were able to use extensive contextual
knowledge to support this though.
The alternative views were less well known. Some could argue that the basic context of the Cold War,
Capitalism v Communism, was not altered, but very few noted the ongoing disputes in the China Sea
and South East Asia. Taiwan was sometimes noted but too often essays were one-sided and did not
recognise that in some ways relationships did not change.
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Exemplar 1
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Question 2

This was the more popular of the two essays and elicited a range of responses. At the lower end there
was a tendency for candidates to revert to a narrative account of why MacArthur was dismissed. A
significant number also tended to mistake the Korean War for the Vietnam conflict and discussed the use
of Napalm and Operation Rolling Thunder as reasons why the US failed to defeat communism in Korea
(see Exemplar 2, below). Better answers discussed MacArthur’s strong personality and his impact on
American troops, as well as his strong domestic support. Most pointed out his successes at the Inchon
landings and were able to demonstrate how his proposals including the use of the atomic bomb might
have brought a successful conclusion to the war. Stronger answers were then able to weight this factor
up against the idea that such an escalation might have broken international law and led to further conflict
with China or the USSR. Other factors were generally well known including the strengths of Kim-Il-Sung
in comparison to the weaknesses and unreliability of Rhee. Few discussed the problems of terrain in
Korea and the difficulties of supplying and moving troops there.
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Exemplar 2
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Section B overview
In this section candidates are required to answer a question dealing with an historical interpretation.
Learners are required to use their knowledge of the given topic to evaluate this. Candidates score highly
when they consider the strengths and limitations of the interpretation using detailed and relevant
knowledge of the historical context and are able to refer to the wider historical debate. Generalised
knowledge will not be credited highly in this question.

Question 3

There was a notable range of responses to this question. A significant number of candidates skirted over
the initial point that the Americans were ‘right’ to engage in Vietnam, preferring to concentrate on the
methods used. Most could produce a partial evaluation showing how American strategy was wrong as
they did not win the war. Many candidates were able to show the negative impact of the use of air power
and search and destroy missions and compare these to the effective nature of the Vietcong response.
Better answers were able to evaluate the methods used by the Americans by demonstrating that the
interpretation seemed to suggest that only one method was used and that in fact various strands of
strategy were in evidence, some more successful than others. Better answers also focused on both
strands of the interpretation and were able to evaluate why the Americans engaged, an example of
which is below. They were able to confidently discuss the policies of containment and rollback and the
US commitment to prevent the spread of communism. Fewer were able to point out that engaging ran
the risk of clashes with other communist superpowers. A significant number demonstrated the lack of
international support for the United States, with Britain often quoted as refusing to aid the USA.
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Exemplar 3
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